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Hester Takes Charge
Buffalo Valley, North Dakota, has become a good place to live— the way it used to be. People
here are feeling confident about the future again. Stalled lives are moving forward. People are
taking risks—on new ventures and lifelong dreams. On happiness. And one of those people is
local rancher Margaret Clemens, who's finally getting what she wants most. Marriage to
cowboy Matt Eilers. Her friends don't think Matt's such a prize, but Margaret's aware of his
reputation and his flaws. She wants him anyway. And she wants his baby.…

Mastering the Instant Vortex Plus
"Hannah, a feisty young Amish woman, lives on her family's farm in North Dakota. As the local
Amish community begins to thrive, a terrible drought and a windmill fire devastate their
business and the community. Hannah must choose whether to stay in North Dakota or move
back to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, with the other Amish families that are leaving"--

Little Amish Matchmaker
There's horse trouble in Montana again in this second installment in Amish author, Linda
Byler's, series, "Sadie's Montana." Someone is shooting horses and Sadie is determined to
find out who it is. That is until she begins to suspect that Mark, her boyfriend, may be involved.
Will Sadie discover the truth? Will it be too hard to bear? There's horse trouble in Montana
again. Only this time, horses aren't being stolen, they're being shot. Snipers are driving a blue
pickup and shooting selectively. No hard-working ranch horse or Amish horse and buggy is
safe. Still, Sadie rides, despite daily warnings from Dorothy down in the kitchen of Aspen East
Ranch. But Sadie's getting used to ignoring Dorothy's advice. Sadie's heart is set on Mark
even though Dorothy tells her to steer clear after he ditches her in the middle of their first date.
Then Daniel appears—a visitor from Lancaster County. With cornflower-blue eyes and a
strong, square jaw, he is everything that Mark is not. He's funny, well-mannered, and
completely dedicated to his family. Mark, on the other hand, finds it hard to tell Sadie the
secrets of his past. He tells her pieces of the shadowy story, then won't speak to her for weeks.
Sadie's troubles continue at home when she discovers that her youngest sister, Anna, is
struggling with bulimia. As Sadie's world spins out of control, her palomino, Paris, remains her
sole confidant. But does Sadie put Paris in danger every time they go riding? Or, together, can
they discover who these mysterious snipers are? Will Mark help her? Or is he one of the horsehunters? Why, Sadie wonders desperately, are there so many secrets? Will the truth surface,
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or is it too hard to bear? Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books
imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and
love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.

The Tiny Snowflake
Bestselling Amish Romance Series, Written by an Amish Author! Contains all three Lizzie
Searches for Love books by Linda Byler Ideal gift for readers in search of a love story A
wholesome romance featuring a spirited young woman of faith Lizzie Searches for Love books
are all based on true experiences. They are, in order: Running Around (and Such): Lizzie is
trying to figure out who she is and what she wants to be. It isn’t that she doesn’t want to stay
Amish. But she realizes that she has a short temper, hates housework and babies, and loves
driving fast horses. Will she scare off the Amish boys? What will happen to her? When
Strawberries Bloom: As Lizzie becomes a schoolteacher, even more questions—and a new
love—enter her life. She loves running her own classroom and the independence that brings.
But her home life is messier. Her sisters have found their soulmates, but Lizzie is still figuring
out who Stephen is to her. Big Decisions: Lizzie feels as if everything in her life has been
leading to this point. Her concerns, dreams, and curiosity have brought her to the edge of
some significant decisions. Will she join the church? Will she continue teaching? Does she
want to get married, and if so, will she marry Stephen? No need to search for the next book in
this series or wait for it to be released. Buy this set, and you’ll be able to transition seamlessly
from one book to the next.

Lizzie Searches for Love Trilogy
Lizzie Glick moves from "running around" to the adventures and anxieties of adulthood in the
three-book series, Lizzie Searches for Love. But one characteristic remains ever-present in all
the books: Lizzie's love for food! Now you can make Lizzie's homemade oatmeal bread with
strawberry jam and her tantalizing creamsticks. Lizzie's Cookbook is a collection of over 175
easy-to-follow recipes for the food that Lizzie cannot resist. The recipes were selected by
author Linda Byler's daughter, Laura Ann Lapp, who spent hours with her grandmother poring
over her well-worn cookbooks for the best of Amish cooking. From Chicken Stew with
Dumplings to Veggie Soup and Homemade Pizza, from Pumpkin Whoopie Pies to Garden Mint
Tea, this collection of recipes is sure to bring you as much pleasure as it does Lizzie. This
recipe-packed book joins the three books in the Lizzie Searches for Love series and cites the
passages in their pages where Lizzie picked up her fork and dug in with finger-licking vitality.
Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a
broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing
and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on
gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list
includes French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as
well as books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone
broth, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and
to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Delivered by Christmas
Bestselling Amish Author Linda Byler's First Novel in the Sadie's Montana Amish Romance
Series! The Miller family's move from Ohio to Montana was, for the most part, uneventful,
except that Sadie Miller had to leave her beloved horse, the palomino named Paris. Still, she
likes the Montana snows and her job at Aspen East Ranch serving the ranch hands.
Unexpectedly, Ezra appears, the man who seems to be perfect in every way and fully intends
to marry Sadie. But does she love him back? And who is this fascinating Mark who helps to
rescue a dying horse and shows up at the Amish hymn-sing though he is English? Why can't
she get his dark eyes and tall stature out of her mind? Now Sadie's own close-knit family is
falling apart. Mam claims her head is cluttered and unclear, and she no longer trusts herself to
make a chocolate cake from scratch or to cut Reuben's hair in a straight line. The worst part is,
Dat refuses to acknowledge Mam's struggles. Sadie finds some refuge in Nevaeh, a black and
white paint. But when a dreadful accident involving wild horses occurs, Sadie must move
forward into the unknown future. Will Dat let Mam seek professional help? Will Mam be willing
to go? Will Mark be at the next hymn-sing? Is he Amish or English? Will he like her favorite
pink dress? Will she see the wild horses again? Why do these phantom-like animals take her
breath away every time they appear on the horizon? Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our
Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire,
historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and
mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more.
While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller,
we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.

The Littlest Bigfoot
What is God’s special purpose for you? Swirling her way through a quiet, wintry night, Lacy the
snowflake longs to discover what makes her special. All the other snowflakes around her all
seem to have their special purpose, whether it’s making the snow soft or deep or slippery. But
what is Lacy’s purpose? With a little help from friends along the way, she soon finds her unique
place among God’s creation. Filled with bright illustrations and simple language, this beautiful
and touching picture book teaches your child that everyone has their special purpose in God’s
creation, including them. Parents and children alike will find enjoyment from The Tiny
Snowflake.

Pickups A Love Story
A gripping romance by bestselling Amish writer Linda Byler The setting is the beginning of an
Amish settlement in colonial America in the forests of eastern Pennsylvania. There, a young
Amish couple, Hans and Kate Zug, are in their ninth year of marriage, still waiting to have a
child. Then, one April morning, Kate finds a Native infant, wrapped in deerskin and placed next
to the spring where she went to fill her water bucket. Kate and Hans cherish Hester, despite
the pointed question of Hans’s mother—“What makes you think you can raise her Amish, with
her Indian blood?” Struck by his daughter’s unusual beauty, Hans insists on choosing the
fabric for her handmade dresses. And when his and Kate’s first son is born a year later, Hans
despairs of his homely face and nearly bald head. In fact, Hans continues to give his fullest
attention and affection to Hester, even as eight more children are born to him and Kate. Hester
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glows as she grows, an unmistakable beauty both inside and out, and charms her adopted
Amish community. But then, an elderly Lenape woman hands Hester a package of medicinal
herbs to rout an infection that is threatening Kate’s life. A trust passes between the wizened
and the youthful Native women. In that moment, Hester recognizes that she belongs to two
worlds, both intent on possessing her. When Amish Indian Hester realizes that she must leave
her tension-filled home for her sake and her father’s, she takes only two possessions: the
leather-bound book of remedies left for her by the old Lenape woman and her memories of the
Amish ways.

Amen Sister
The Final Book in Bestselling Amish Writer Linda Byler's Lancaster Burning Trilogy Who is
responsible for setting the barn fires that continue to keep the Amish of eastern Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, on edge? Who is responsible for seeing that they are stopped? In this
third and final novel in the Lancaster Burning series, author Linda Byler takes us inside the
home of Davey Beiler, the leader of this Amish district. He clearly feels the heat in more ways
than one. Some of the younger members of his church are ready to testify against the man
who has allegedly started at least several of the fires. Davey counsels patience and
forgiveness. But when Sarah, Davey’s daughter, spots flames late one night in the widow
Lydia’s barn, Sarah refuses to let the fire win. She gets the horses out just in time, but not
before a beam explodes overhead, knocking her to the ground as the barn rages in flames all
around her. In that moment, Sarah’s life “turned darker than black.” Gone were her lovely good
looks, her life as a teacher, and perhaps the attention of the two young men who had been so
drawn to her. No one suffers more torment than Davey, who wonders if he was really
responsible for Sarah's accident. If he had agreed to have police guard the Amish farms, as
some wanted, Sarah would not have been hurt. The Amish may be peace-loving, but they are
not without their tensions. Author Byler, who is herself a member of the Amish, writes a tautly
told story, full of dark fears, difficult dilemmas, and deep love.

The Dakota Series Trilogy
The Amish community of Lancaster is being terrorized by barn fires. David and Malinda
Beiler’s barn was the first to go. When a second Amish barn burns for suspicious reasons, the
Amish grow more restless. Can Sarah, David and Malinda’s daughter, end the terror that is
pulling apart their community, even as her own heart is pulled between two young men? Fire in
the Night, Book 1: Sarah observes her parents’ agony after their barn burns to the ground,
apparently by an arsonist. Not only is she afraid, and wishing she could protect her parents,
she’s entranced by the flirtatious Matthew Stoltzfus. He’s dating her friend Rose, but when he
tenderly bandages Sarah’s hand after she burned it at the barn raising, she wonders whom
he’s really interested in. Davey’s Daughter, Book 2: Sarah thinks Ashley, whom she's met at
the local farmers market, knows more about the fires than she will admit. But Sarah can't
convince her to share her secrets. Should the Amish finally resort to police protection?
Matthew is asking if the Amish church is the right fit for him. Will Sarah follow him if he decides
to leave the community? Sarah’s mother urges her to pay more attention to handsome
newcomer Lee, the hardworking Amish man who helps anyone in the community in need. How
will Sarah respond to all of the forces that are pulling her in different directions? The
Witnesses, Book 3: When Sarah spots flames late one night in the widow Lydia’s barn, she
refuses to let the fire win. She gets the horses out just in time, but not before a beam explodes
overhead, knocking her to the ground as the barn rages in flames all around her. Gone were
her lovely good looks, her life as a teacher, and perhaps the attention of the two young men
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who had been so drawn to her. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good
Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary
classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Wild Horses
'One of the world's most prominent radical scientists.' The Guardian This book remains one of
Vandana Shiva's key works, in which she addresses some of the most pressing issues of our
age – the privatization of our natural resources, the looming environmental crisis, and the rising
tide of fundamentalism and violence against women. In spite of all this, Shiva still sees cause
for hope. Across the globe, a new wave of protest movements are championing alternatives
based on inclusion, nonviolence, the free sharing of resources and the reclamation of the
commons. Shiva argues that these ideals can serve as the basis for “earth democracy”, and for
a more just and sustainable future. This edition features a new preface by the author, in which
she outlines recent developments in ecology and environmentalism, and offers new
prescriptions for the environmental movement.

Hester's Hunt for Home Trilogy
Will Daniel and Anna be able to reconcile their faith struggles and their love for each other?
Beloved Amish novelist Linda Byler once again writes a compelling and surprising love story,
showing that even the Plain People struggle with complex feelings, questions, and
relationships. David Stolzfus and Anna Fisher have been best friends as long as they can
remember. Sure, it was a bit unusual in the Amish community for a boy and a girl to be so
close, but nobody questions it with David and Anna—it has just always been that way. They
live on neighboring farms in Lancaster County, they walk to school together (with all their
siblings) every day, and when David learns to drive a pony, Anna is the first one to ride with
him. Their lives are intertwined, the way the borders of their properties are joined by the
Pequea Creek. As they approach their teen years, David and Anna's friendship turns quickly to
deep love and attraction. But David is headstrong and full of an insatiable hunger for
knowledge and new experiences. When Anna's conservative parents require that he join the
church before the two can begin dating, he rebels, eventually taking off to Australia for the
adventure of a lifetime, leaving Anna to sort through her feelings alone. When Anna receives a
letter from Leon Beiler, a young man she can't deny she has feelings for, everything changes
again. How can she reconcile a lifetime of love for David with this new potential romance? And
what will happen when David returns home?

Sadie's Montana Trilogy
Dive into each of the seven basic functions of the Instant Vortex Plus 7-in-1 Air Fryer
Oven—air fryer, roasting, broiling, baking, reheating, dehydrating, and rotisserie. Pick up a
copy of Mastering the Instant Vortex Plus if you're looking for quick and easy tips; advice for
first-timers about safety, care, and cleaning; or a detailed explanation of the science behind
each function so you can take charge of creating any recipe you want with one of Instant Pot's
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newest appliances. Before you even purchase your Instant Pot Vortex Plus, author James O.
Fraoili's guide will teach you how this appliance can improve your time in the kitchen, allow you
to better understand how each function and accessory works, and will highlight the best
aspects of the Instant Vortex Plus so you can make the most of your purchase. Make an
informed purchase, hit the ground running, and make cooking easier, faster, and more
enjoyable for you and your family!

Hester on the Run
Simon can't stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he's
ignored the sparks between them because he's so shy. So Simon's little brother, Isaac, takes
matters into his own hands. He's determined to give his brother the best Christmas present
ever—a date with his favorite teacher. Amish novelist Byler brings her tender humor and skillful
observation of family relationships to this holiday story. "I love Isaac's self-confidence and
scheming as he prods his reluctant older brother," she smiles knowingly about the characters
she's created. Byler takes her reader straight into the Amish world as Isaac is both charmed
and annoyed by his too talkative, but quite bright, Mam. He can barely tolerate his little nieces
and nephews, who substantially outnumber the grown-ups when the whole family gets
together. And he loves his humble circumspect Dat, although he isn't always pleased by how
well Isaac sweeps the forebay in the barn. As anticipation for the Christmas program at the
schoolhouse builds, Isaac cares for troubled Ruthie who stutters miserably when she practices
her poem. And he wonders how much he'll have to help his brother Sim act on his growing
affection for Teacher Catherine! Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good
Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in
fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction,
romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary
classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Keeping Secrets
Hannah, feisty and independent as ever, has put everything into building up her family’s
homestead in North Dakota. Despite tragedy and almost unimaginable hardship due to the
Great Depression, unpredictable weather, and unforgiving landscape, she and her new
husband Jerry are leading their Amish friends and family in their homesteading venture. When
the winter storms and the untimely death of a child become too much for the rest of the
community to bear, they move back east. But Hannah and Jerry stay on, doggedly pursuing
Hannah’s dreams of a successful ranch. But even Jerry’s spirits begin to fail and when a flag of
grasshoppers destroys every last morsel of vegetation after yet another drought, Hannah
finally relents and they too return to the fertile soil of Pennsylvania, where life will be safe and
predictable. Or so they think, but when tragedy strikes again, Hannah is suddenly a widow, in a
place that no longer feels like home and with family who cannot grasp the depth of the losses
she has experienced. Hannah grapples with her faith, struggling to understand who she is and
where she belongs. Always before, a flash of anger or defiance had fueled her strong will in the
face of adversity and allowed her to push on toward her goals. But what did she have left to
fight for now? Slowly, painfully, her heart begins to change. As she begins to reclaim her faith
and her strong sense of self, she also starts to notice a handsome, burly man who is unlike
anyone she’s known before. Is it possible she could find love again in Lancaster? What will it
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take for her to feel like she’s home, like she finally belongs somewhere?

The Christmas Visitor
Bestselling Amish novelist Linda Byler’s three heartwarming Christmas romances—in one
affordable volume! Linda Byler is beloved for her skillful story telling and true-to-life
descriptions of Amish food, faith, and culture. As an Amish woman herself, she can share
details of Amish life that few can replicate. Here are three heartwarming novellas full of
longing, struggle, confused feelings, and ultimately love. Little Amish Matchmaker: Simon can't
stop thinking about the pretty Amish teacher at the local one-room school. But he's ignored the
sparks between them because he's so shy. So Simon's little brother, Isaac, takes matters into
his own hands. Amish novelist Byler brings her tender humor and skillful observation of family
relationships to this holiday story. The Christmas Visitor: Ruth Miller’s Amish neighbors help
her to make the difficult transition from wife to widow. As Christmas approaches, Ruth knows
that she can't afford gifts for her children. But then banana boxes full of food, treats for the
children, and even money begin to appear on her front porch. Who is leaving her these
generous gifts? And who is that handsome stranger who always seems to show up when she
most needs help? Mary’s Christmas Goodbye: Mary Stoltzfus is thirty years old, splashed with
freckles, and unmarried. In her Amish world, that qualifies her to be called an old maid. When
she travels to Montana to teach, she arrives at a desolate station and meets Arthur Bontrager,
who introduces her to Beaver Creek School, dirt roads, and the fancy shed where she would
live. She has no idea the physical challenges she will face during Montana’s cruel winter . . .
nor the struggles her heart will encounter as she learns to open herself to the possibility of
love.

Seduction and the CEO
Sadie Miller didn't know what to expect when her family left Ohio for the small Montana Amish
settlement—certainly not horse thieves, mysterious men, or her family falling apart. Can Sadie
find her place in this wild, Western community, far from the familiar—and discover love along
the way? Wild Horses, Book 1: Sadie Miller is adjusting to life at Aspen East Ranch when Ezra
appears. Perfect in every way and fully intending to marry Sadie, Ezra seems like a dream, but
does Sadie love him? And who is this fascinating Mark who helps to rescue a dying horse and
shows up at the Amish hymn-sing, though he is English? Now Sadie's own close-knit family is
falling apart. Mam claims her head is cluttered and unclear. The worst part is, Dat refuses to
acknowledge Mam's struggles. Sadie finds some refuge in Nevaeh, a black-and-white paint.
But when a dreadful accident involving wild horses occurs, Sadie must move forward into the
unknown. Keeping Secrets, Book 2: There's horse trouble in Montana again. Only this time,
horses aren't being stolen, they're being shot. No hard-working ranch horse or Amish horse
and buggy is safe. Sadie's heart is still set on Mark, despite warnings from concerned friends.
Then Daniel appears—a visitor from Lancaster County. With cornflower-blue eyes and a
strong, square jaw, he is everything that Mark is not. Why, Sadie wonders desperately, are
there so many secrets? The Disappearances, Book 3: Sadie may be married now, but she's as
spirited as ever. Soon after she and Mark are settled into the farmhouse, she's visited by three
FBI agents who question her about the two children who mysteriously appeared one day at the
Ranch. Before the agents leave, they warn Sadie that her beloved horse, Paris, is highly
valuable, and that she and Mark may be in grave danger. This news, on top of Mark's
unexpected black moods, leaves Sadie confused and disillusioned. Mercifully, healing and
courage reappear in unexpected times and places in this concluding volume of the Sadie's
Montana series. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints,
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are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas,
political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories,
mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare,
Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Lancaster Burning Trilogy
From beloved Amish writer Linda Byler, comes a heartwarming Christmas romance set during
the Great Depression. It’s 1931, and times are tough for the Miller family, who are raising eight
children in the midst of the Great Depression. When Eli Miller passes away unexpectedly, and
then a fire destroys their barn, Annie has no idea how she’ll make ends meet. The Amish
community rallies around her and the children, as is their custom, but as days turn into weeks
and then into months, Annie’s friends and neighbors return to their own routines and seem to
expect Annie to do the same. Annie knows she needs to stay strong for the children and figure
out a way to keep everyone warm and clothed and fed, but she is heartbroken and exhausted.
She reminds herself that God will provide, but every day feels like an uphill battle. When Annie
receives a letter from a widower with six children of his own, she tries to put it out of her mind.
Her critical mother reminds her that it's too soon to start a new friendship with a man, and
warns her that blending a family will be complicated. In the weeks and months to follow, Annie
must learn to make her own decisions—and accept the consequences, good and bad—face
her past, and embark on a new journey that will transform her and her large, complicated
family. When life seems especially complicated one summer, she finds herself saying that by
Christmas everything will start to come together, but she has no idea the challenges—and
ultimately blessings—headed her way.

Always Dakota
Includes the reissued Howard title "Bluebird Winter, " about a woman giving birth by the side of
the road who places her trust in a doctor, and two new stories about surprise Christmas
deliveries: Hohl's "The Gift of Joy" and Steffen's "A Christmas to Treasure."

The Witnesses
Three Amish novels set during the Great Depression, by bestselling Amish romance author
Linda Byler Follow feisty and independent Hannah as she grows from a fifteen-year-old girl in a
covered wagon headed west with her family, all the way through marriage, tragedy, and her
ongoing pursuit of home and belonging. In this unique and gripping trilogy, Hannah's struggles
to reconcile her Amish faith with her fiery and rebellious spirit parallel the relentless hardships
of life as a homesteader in North Dakota, including famine, blizzards, fires, and more. The
Homestead: When Hannah's family, hit hard by the Great Depression, loses their farm,
Hannah’s father loads his family and what little they have left into their covered wagon,
dreaming of a better future far west of Lancaster. They settle in North Dakota, hundreds of
miles from any Amish community. But his visions of success are shattered by the reality that
his knowledge of farming in Lancaster isn’t of much use in Midwestern soil. With the fields
barren and her family on the verge of starvation, independent and stubborn Hannah is forced
to seek help from charismatic ranch hand Clay Jenkins and his family. Hope on the Plains:
Hannah’s family is finally feeling settled. The cattle business is doing well, and other Amish
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families have moved into the area. Feeling betrayed by Clay Jenkins and unimpressed with her
own father, Hannah is hesitant to trust the men around her. Jerry Riehl, intrigued by her
intelligence and strong will, will try anything to earn Hannah’s respect. Home Is Where the
Heart Is: Despite tragedy and almost unimaginable hardship, Hannah and her new husband
are leading their Amish friends and family in their homesteading venture. But one final blow
leaves Hannah grappling with her faith, struggling to understand who she is and how she fits in
to the world around her. What will it take for her to feel like she’s home, like she finally belongs
somewhere?

Lizzie's Amish Cookbook
This book takes you straight inside that mystical bond between a man and his truck, a woman
and her truck. Photographer Howard Zehr has captured these passionate connections in
striking images and stories, told in the voices of the trucks' owners.

Amish Romance at Christmastime
Contains all three Lizzie Searches for Love books by Linda Byler Ideal gift for readers in
search of a love story Excellent choice for fans of Girls of Paper and Fire, Story Thieves, The
Amish Teacher’s Gift, and more The beloved first series of bestselling Amish romance novelist,
Linda Byler, is finally available in a single volume! Lizzie Searches for Love books are all
based on true experiences. They are, in order: Running Around (and Such): Lizzie is trying to
figure out who she is and what she wants to be. It isn’t that she doesn’t want to stay Amish. But
she realizes that she has a short temper, hates housework and babies, and loves driving fast
horses. Will she scare off the Amish boys? What will happen to her? When Strawberries
Bloom: As Lizzie becomes a schoolteacher, even more questions—and a new love—enter her
life. She loves running her own classroom and the independence that brings. But her home life
is messier. Her sisters have found their soulmates, but Lizzie is still figuring out who Stephen is
to her. Big Decisions: Lizzie feels as if everything in her life has been leading to this point. Her
concerns, dreams, and curiosity have brought her to the edge of some significant decisions.
Will she join the church? Will she continue teaching? Does she want to get married, and if so,
will she marry Stephen? No need to search for the next book in this series or wait for it to be
released. Buy this set, and you’ll be able to transition seamlessly from one book to the next.
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and
medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas,
Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Love in Unlikely Places
"Sarah Beiler's Lancaster County Amish community is besieged by barn fires as Sarah's father,
the community's minister, tries to maintain calm"--

Amish Christmas Romance Collection
With her Westward America! novels, beloved novelist Rosanne Bittner tells the personal
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stories of some of the brave pioneers who settled this country's early wilderness at great
personal risk. Deftly combining soul-stirring romance with true American history, Bittner creates
a world in which brave men and women make the greatest sacrifices possible to see their
dreams made reality---and with them, the dreams of a young nation. Jonah Wilde has always
had an untamed spirit, and he will stop at nothing to achieve his dream of building a farming
empire in the wild prairies of Indiana. But in 1810, the Shawnee Indians still call these prairies
home, and a disastrous and violent encounter with the Shawnee changes everything for the
Wilde family. Jonah's young wife, Sadie, and his three-year-old son, Paul, are left to fend for
themselves at Tippecanoe. Her dreams in tatters, Sadie doesn't know whether she'll have the
strength to go on. Sadie and Paul's fate lies in the hands of the Powatomi leader, Windigo, and
his Shawnee counterpart, the notorious Tecumseh. Will their lives be spared? And if they live,
will they ever return to the life Sadie dreamt of with Jonah? Bestselling and beloved author
Rosanne Bittner will break your heart as she brings to life the stories of the brave pioneers who
settled, shaped, and died for the young nation of America. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Earth Democracy
"The story of twelve-year-old Alice, a misfit who is ignored by her own family and shipped off to
boarding school. She'd love a friend, and one day she rescues mysterious Millie Maximus from
drowning in a lake. Millie, it turns out, is a Bigfoot, part of a clan that lives deep in the woods.
Alice swears to protect Millie and her tribe, and the two girls try to find a place where they both
fit in"--

The Homestead
In colonial America, a Native American orphan raised among the Amish explores her identity,
torn between two cultures and unsure of where she belongs. When she's forced to leave
everything behind and forge her own path, where—and with whom—will Hester choose to
make her new home? Hester on the Run, Book 1: One April morning, an Amish couple finds a
Native American infant, wrapped in deerskin and placed next to the spring where they gather
water. Kate and Hans adopt the child and name her Hester, despite the criticism of certain
community members. Hester glows as she grows, an unmistakable beauty both inside and out,
but begins to realize she doesn't quite fit in. An encounter with a Lenape medicine woman
gives her a glimpse of her undiscovered heritage. When her own father becomes a threat,
Hester is forced to flee from the Amish community, the only home she has ever really known.
Which Way Home?, Book 2: Twice rescued—first by matronly Native women who find her
unconscious in the woods and then by a boy in downtown Lancaster where she'd been left for
dead by the dreaded Paxton boys—Hester finds herself wondering if she will ever find a safe
haven. When an Amish man from her past reappears, it seems like destiny, but William King is
more in love with the way she looks than with her heart and mind. When a Native American
man makes a proposal to Hester, she is perplexed more than ever. Where will her heart lead
her? Hester Takes Charge, Book 3: Now widowed and living in downtown Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, Hester is startled by the unexpected appearance of Noah, the firstborn son of
her adoptive parents. Their father's misplaced love for Hester and utter neglect of Noah drove
each of them away from their Amish family. When Noah suggests they return to their childhood
home to see their ill father, Hester can no longer ignore her buried anger and bitterness. Can
they possibly forgive Hans? Can Hester trust herself—and Noah—enough to marry again?
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and
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medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas,
Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Which Way Home?
Born a Native American, but brought up Amish, Hester Zug, at age 20, flees her Amish home.
Her father’s too-tender care of her has made her stepmother wildly jealous, and so Hester sets
off, knowing only that she can’t stay. Hester’s natural instincts for navigating the forests in
colonial Pennsylvania along with the book of medicines and remedies given to her by an aged
Native American woman allow her to survive until she gets sick from drinking river water. Twice
rescued—first by matronly Indian women who find her unconscious in the woods, and then by
a boy in downtown Lancaster, where she’d been left for dead by the dreaded Paxton
boys—Hester finds herself in the kind, if rough, hands of Emma Ferree. Because of her wide
heart, Ferree, a widow, offers her home to fugitives. The dazzlingly beautiful Hester eventually
marries an Amish man, who is more in love with the way she looks than with her heart and
mind. And when that childless marriage falters, she is met one day in the fields by Running
Bear, a Native American brave who has watched her for years. He asks her to marry him,
giving her until wintertime to decide. Belonging in part to two worlds, but experiencing a subtle
yet clear rejection from both, Hester comes to wish that her Amish mother, Kate, had never
rescued her. Author Linda Byler shows the lovely and enduring Hester caring for others as the
Amish do, with the use of Native American remedies and tinctures from the old woman’s book.
Her practices raise accusations of witchcraft from the very people she sets out to help. Byler,
an active member of the Amish, centers this second book in the Hester's Hunt for Home series
on two anguishing questions: Where is Hester’s heart most at home? And can she ever be
married happily? Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books
imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and
love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.

Into the Prairie
When Emma leaves the security of her Amish community for a job in North Carolina, she finds
herself navigating choices, circumstances, and a relationship that she never could have
imagined. Follow as she struggles to reconcile her faith and her complicated feelings in this
romance by bestselling Amish writer Linda Byler. Plenty of young men had noticed Emma's
smooth auburn hair and her quick intellect, but at twenty-six years of age, she was still single,
much to the bewilderment of her Amish community. "She's just too picky," they said, and she
supposed they were right. Most did not know that she had been in love once, and had wound
up brokenhearted. When she becomes a nanny for an English (non-Amish) family along the
coast of North Carolina, her world opens up in exciting—and confusing—ways. Not only is she
getting used to life outside the safety of her Amish culture in Pennsylvania, but she finds
herself spending time with Ben, the handsome Amish man who is working as a contractor on
the house next door to where she's staying. He is charming, outgoing, strong, and so bold in
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his affection for her! When Emma is forced to leave North Carolina suddenly, she doesn't get a
chance to say goodbye to Ben or to exchange phone numbers or addresses. She trusts that he
will find her eventually, but as months go by with no word from him, she doesn't know what to
make of the romance they had shared. Emma's best friend Eva invites her to go on a camping
trip and she agrees, only to discover Eva has schemed to set Emma up with Matt, a cousin
who had long since left the Amish community and was living a faithless, wordly life. Annoyed
and longing for Ben, she is relieved when Matt assures her he has no interest in dating her.
He's nice enough, but he's not Ben, and besides, Emma would never date a man who had
chosen to leave his parents, their faith, and their deeply held traditions. When eventually
Emma returns to North Carolina to reunite with Ben, her world is shattered in a way she
couldn't have imagined, and she is left to grapple with her faith, her future, and her complicated
feelings. Why did God keep stringing her along, only to leave her broken again and again?

Fire in the Night
Hannah is a fifteen-year-old Amish girl who lives on her family's farm in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania. When her family, hit hard by the Great Depression, loses their farm, Hannah's
father decides it's time for a fresh start. Destitute but inspired by grand plans and dreams of a
better future west of Lancaster, he loads his family and what little they have left into their
covered wagon. They settle in North Dakota, hundreds of miles from any Amish community.
Hannah's mother does her best to be a good wife, supporting her husband as they try to build
a new life in a wholly unfamiliar place.

Hester's Hunt for Home Trilogy
Bestselling Amish novelist Linda Byler’s third book in the Buggy Spoke series for young
readers Lizzie is nine years old now and adjusting her new home in Jefferson County. There’s
so much to get used to—a new school, new friends, new ways of dressing and speaking.
Mostly Lizzie loves her new life, but it’s not easy getting used to so many changes at once.
Perhaps the hardest part is growing up itself. Suddenly her older sister Emma expects Lizzie to
“act her age,” but what does that even mean? Is it wrong to want to splash in slush puddles,
play games with friends, and run through the woods? Lizzie wants to be a good girl, but it’s
confusing to know when it’s ok to have fun, how she should pray, and why she still does
naughty things. Mam and Dat seem to have enough money now—there’s plenty of food and
the kids even get extra special Christmas gifts. Mam smiles more and Dat seems more
relaxed. But when Lizzie and Emma wake up to a room full of smoke, they realize danger can
strike even when things feel the most secure. Will their new community come to their aid after
the fire? And why does God allow such scary things to happen? This is the third book in the
Buggy Spoke series, which follows Lizzie through her tumultuous teenage years as she
struggles to mesh her hot temper and willful ways with her Amish faith. These books are the
prequels to Linda Byler’s bestselling Lizzie Searches for Love Trilogy and are geared to a
younger audience (ages 8–10). Reminiscent of Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House series, these
books are delightful accounts of another way of life; each chapter is filled with vivid
descriptions of Amish food, farms, and traditions. The series explores themes of respecting
parents, not fitting in, sibling rivalry, recognizing your own shortcomings and gifts, and
reconciling a strong personality with an abiding faith.

Lizzie Searches for Love Trilogy
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Amen Sister is a book of hope, encouragement and empowerment for women around the
world. It is blended with my personal testimony of tests, trials, losses and victories. This book is
meant to bring hope to the hopeless, love to the loveless, faith to the faithless and life to the
lifeless; positioning you to win. You are a WINNER!

When Strawberries Bloom
Like millions of other women, HLN anchor Christi Paul blamed herself for the emotional abuse
heaped on her by her first husband, whose violent, profanity-laced tirades left her feeling as
though she had no value, no self-worth, and nowhere to turn for help. Then one day, when
Christi was taking refuge in a church parking lot, the verse “Trust in the Lord with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding” popped into her head. In that moment, she realized
she did have someplace to turn after all. Holding fast to her Christian faith, Christi began the
arduous process of rebuilding her self-image and regaining control of her life. Now happily
remarried and the mother of three girls, Christi feels called to share her story in the hope that
other victims will find courage to seek the help they desperately need and deserve. Written
with candor and poignancy, Love Isn’t Supposed to Hurt chronicles Christi’s personal
experience with emotional abuse and shows how—with God’s help, some unconventional
therapy, and faith—she was able to break the cycle and regain her sense of self-worth.

Big Decisions
Hester, the startlingly beautiful Native American who was rescued as an infant by an Amish
couple, now lives in downtown Lancaster, Pennsylvania. She shares a house with Bappie
King, another Amish woman, living their independent lives in the fast-growing mid-18th-century
city. Bappie runs a highly successful stand at the downtown farmers market; Hester is Bappie’s
assistant when she isn’t out in the city nursing desperately sick children and their impoverished
parents with her tinctures, teas, and rubs. And then one day, Noah comes back; Noah, the first
child born to Hans and Kate Zug, the Amish couple who had welcomed Hester during their
childless years. Both Hester and Noah are refugees from this Amish family gone awry. Both
were victims of Hans’ deep attraction to the lovely Hester. Two hurt souls, they have each had
their own adult troubles. Noah left his family and the Amish to join the War. Hester is the widow
of William King, an Amish man who was determined to possess his wife and dictate her life.
When Noah invites Hester to join him on a visit to their childhood home, Hester can no longer
ignore her buried anger at her adopted father or her bitterness toward Annie, his second wife.
Nor can Hester deny the tempting thrill of spending time with the steady but sensitive Noah,
who since childhood showed special care for Hester. Hester and Noah both know that the visit
home will force them to face blistering questions: Can they possibly forgive their ill father,
Hans, for his misplaced love for Hester and his utter neglect of Noah? Can Hester and Noah
risk marriage, especially if they can’t forgive Hans? Can Hester trust herself—and
Noah—enough to marry again after her failed marriage to William? Skyhorse Publishing, as
well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of
books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy,
satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore
and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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Lizzie's Carefree Years
New love and even more questions enter Lizzie Glick's life in When Strawberries Bloom, the
second novel in this series written by an Amish writer and based on true life experiences.
Lizzie's dream of teaching school has finally come true. She loves the brand-new school
building, the sound of the children singing, and the independence she has in the classroom.
Even the occasionally unruly boys can't ruin the excitement she feels each morning when she
starts the school day. But at home things are in turmoil again. What do Dat's sudden health
problems mean for the future of their farm? And what about Lizzie's future? Emma and Mandy
are so certain that Joshua and John are their perfect matches, but Lizzie doesn't know what to
think about Stephen and how he might fit into her life. What will Lizzie decide? Will she
continue to teach school? Or will she give up that dream so that her wish for marriage and a
family can come true? Stephen says he loves her, but Lizzie isn't sure he really understands
her. Can she hope to find anyone within her Amish community who loves her bright mind, her
ever-active imagination, her competitive spirit and her stormy humor? Skyhorse Publishing, as
well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of
books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy,
satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore
and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much
more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Love Isn't Supposed to Hurt
From beloved Amish writer Linda Byler comes a heartwarming Amish romance offering a tale
of longing, loss, and love. One moment, Ben Miller was high up in the rafters at his neighbor's
barn raising. The next, his foot slipped and he plunged to his death, leaving behind a young
wife and six children, the youngest born four months after his death. Ruth Miller is not alone.
Her Amish neighbors help her to make the difficult transition from wife to widow. But while the
community has been generous, raising six growing children, each grieving their father's death,
is overwhelming. Devastated by her loss, Ruth isn't sure how she'll make ends meet or restore
order to a house full of rambunctious kids. With help from her mother and her energetic, but
untidy neighbor, Mamie, Ruth finds a way to start over. Preoccupied with the effort to create a
new life and manage her shrinking bank account, Ruth barely notices John King, the
handsome newcomer to her community. Besides, how could she, if she had a chance, replace
Ben? Does one ever replace a husband? As Christmas approaches, Ruth knows that she can't
afford gifts for her children this year. It's hard enough to find money for groceries each week.
But then banana boxes full of food, treats for the children, and even money begin to appear on
her front porch. Who is leaving her these generous gifts? Is it a neighbor or a friend? Or, Ruth
wonders, could it be John, who keeps unexpectedly appearing when Ruth most needs help?
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and
medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas,
Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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The More the Merrier
Making money comes easily for millionaire Jared Ryder, though the hectic corporate lifestyle
has him heading to his Montana ranch whenever possible. There, a new female hired hand
has the CEO thinking about mixing a little pleasure with business. Melissa Warner certainly
doesn't have many ranching skills. But her beauty's too captivating to ignore, and Jared's ready
to stake his claim. Yet even in his passion-induced haze, he suspects Melissa of hiding
something. Heaven help her if he discovers her lie, for there's nothing more dangerous than
Ryder retribution.

Sadie's Montana Trilogy
Bestselling Amish novelist Linda Byler’s three heartwarming Christmas romances—in one
affordable volume! Linda Byler is beloved for her skillful story telling and true-to-life
descriptions of Amish food, faith, and culture. As an Amish woman herself, she can share
details of Amish life that few can replicate. Here are three heartwarming novellas full of
longing, tragedy, complicated feelings, and ultimately love. The More the Merrier: When Eli
Miller passes away unexpectedly, and then a fire destroys their barn, Annie has no idea how
she and her eight children will make ends meet. When she begins a friendship with a widower
with six children of his own, Annie embarks on a new journey that will transform her and her
large, complicated family. A Dog for Christmas: After years of loneliness and longing, Henry is
finally rewarded with a hard-won love, a family to call his own, and a new best friend. Could
there possibly be a better gift than that? A beautiful Christmas story of quiet triumph in the face
of lifelong adversity. A Horse for Elsie: When tragedy strikes in the Amish community, Elsie is
forced to let go of her teenage angst and grow up quickly. But sometimes letting go of one’s
desires has a way of allowing one to accept something even better. A tale of longing,
desperation, and finally hope, this is a heartwarming Christmas tale to be remembered.

Home Is Where the Heart Is
Now, three bestselling novels by Amish romance author Linda Byler are available in one
volume. The Sadie’s Montana novels are set in the Wild West country and include: Wild
Horses, book one. Sadie Miller is adjusting to life at Aspen East Ranch when Ezra appears.
Ezra seems like a dream, but does Sadie love him? And who is this fascinating Mark who
helps rescue a dying horse and shows up at the Amish hymn-sing, though he is English? Now
Sadie’s own close-knit family is falling apart. Mam claims her head is cluttered and unclear.
The worst part is, Dat refuses to acknowledge Mam’s struggles. Sadie finds some refuge in
Nevaeh, a black-and-white paint. But when a dreadful accident involving wild horses occurs,
Sadie must move forward into the unknown future. Keeping Secrets, book two. There’s horse
trouble in Montana again. Only this time, horses aren’t being stolen—they’re being shot.
Snipers are driving a blue pickup and shooting selectively. No hard-working ranch horse or
Amish horse and buggy is safe. Still, Sadie rides, despite the warnings. Sadie’s heart is still set
on Mark, even though friends tells her to steer clear after he ditches her in the middle of their
first date. Why, Sadie wonders desperately, are there so many secrets? Will the truth surface,
or is it too hard to bear? The Disappearances, book three. Sadie may be married now, but
she’s as spirited as ever, and her life is no less tame. In fact, soon after she and Mark are
settled into the farmhouse that Mark is renovating, she’s visited by three FBI agents who warn
Sadie that her beloved horse, Paris, is highly valuable, and that she and Mark may be in grave
danger because of Paris. This news, on top of Mark’s unexpected black moods, leaves Sadie
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sometimes wishing she could go home, “lay her head on Mam’s shoulder, and ask why she
hadn’t warned her.” Mercifully, healing and courage reappear in unexpected times and places
in this concluding volume of the Sadie’s Montana series.

Hope Deferred
In colonial America, a Native American orphan raised among the Amish explores her identity,
torn between two cultures and unsure of where she belongs. When she's forced to leave
everything behind and forge her own path, where—and with whom—will Hester choose to
make her new home? Hester on the Run, Book 1: One April morning, an Amish couple finds a
Native American infant, wrapped in deerskin and placed next to the spring where they gather
water. Kate and Hans adopt the child and name her Hester, despite the criticism of certain
community members. Hester glows as she grows, an unmistakable beauty both inside and out,
but begins to realize she doesn't quite fit in. An encounter with a Lenape medicine woman
gives her a glimpse of her undiscovered heritage. When her own father becomes a threat,
Hester is forced to flee from the Amish community, the only home she has ever really known.
Which Way Home?, Book 2: Twice rescued—first by matronly Native women who find her
unconscious in the woods and then by a boy in downtown Lancaster where she'd been left for
dead by the dreaded Paxton boys—Hester finds herself wondering if she will ever find a safe
haven. When an Amish man from her past reappears, it seems like destiny, but William King is
more in love with the way she looks than with her heart and mind. When a Native American
man makes a proposal to Hester, she is perplexed more than ever. Where will her heart lead
her? Hester Takes Charge, Book 3: Now widowed and living in downtown Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, Hester is startled by the unexpected appearance of Noah, the firstborn son of
her adoptive parents. Their father's misplaced love for Hester and utter neglect of Noah drove
each of them away from their Amish family. When Noah suggests they return to their childhood
home to see their ill father, Hester can no longer ignore her buried anger and bitterness. Can
they possibly forgive Hans? Can Hester trust herself—and Noah—enough to marry again?
Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political and
medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including Shakespeare, Dumas,
Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Hope on the Plains
A romance novel based on true experiences from an Amish writer! Everything has led up to
this moment in Lizzie Glick's life. All of her curiosity, concern, and dreams have pointed to this
time when she must make some very big decisions. Will she join the church? Will she continue
teaching? Will she marry Stephen? Questions and indecision as well as answers and certainty
enter Lizzie's life in Big Decisions, the third and final novel in this series written by an Amish
author and based on true life experiences. Her sisters, Emma and Mandy, seem so certain that
Joshua and John are their perfect matches. Does Lizzie really want to get married anyway?
Does Stephen? Lizzie loves Stephen, but sometimes they disagree about everything, from
their future to how to spend their Saturday afternoons. What happens if they get married? Can
Lizzie find a way to respect Stephen's opinions without giving up too much? Lizzie thinks she's
ready to join the Amish church. But she has so many questions. Can she really find happiness
within her community? Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade, Yucca, and Good Books
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imprints, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction—novels,
novellas, political and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical fiction, romance, erotic and
love stories, mystery, classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary classics including
Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde, Cather, and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
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